


• Most scaling is the result of ions (mineral salts) 
nucleating and forming crystals, which have a 
natural tendency (physical behavior) to 
accumulate and adhere through ionic 
magnetism.

• Solavite® is a physical catalyst that induces a 
change in the behavior of a wide variety of ions 
and the way they crystallize. It does this physically 
without altering the chemical nature of the fluid to 
be treated.

• Solavite modifies the physical behavior of the 
water and its contents, generating an induction 
field, interfering with the crystallization processes 
of mineral salts and all scales: nano, micro and 
macro.

• Solavite is a technology based on quantum 
mechanics and is 100% sustainable because it 
does not use electricity, chemicals, magnets, 
or filtering actions.

• Solavite's quantum technology not only prevents 
future descaling but will also eliminate existing 
scale buildup.

• Cloudburst is the world leader in using custom, high-
pressure mist systems to create artificial environments to 
achieve peak performance from air-cooled processes.

• With our quantum-mist, we pre-cool the air to modify 
its density and lower the air intake temperature of various 
processes or equipment that experience derating as result 
of higher ambient temperatures and/or elevation.

• We pressurize water to 1,000 – 2,000 psi and transport it 
through high-pressure micro-pipes (≤1") to our mist 
diffusers, resulting in water droplet sizes of less than 10 
microns. The small surface area of the water droplet and 
the hot environment to which it is emitted promotes an 
instantaneous phase change from liquid to gas (water 
vapor). This phase change is what consumes the heat 
energy and lowers the ambient temperature.

• We integrate several technologies, including Solavite, which 
allows for the use of raw or non-demineralized water.

• Our systems are designed, manufactured, and assembled 
according to the client's need and application.

• Our system is a modular micro-hydraulic technology, 
allowing the customer to only invests in what is required 
and can be scaled in phases as needs change.
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THE ORIGIN OF ORGANIC AND
INORGANIC SCALES IS PARAMAGNATISM.
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The accumulation of final crystals due to 
their paramagnetic tendencies is the origin 

of scale incrustation.
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OUR SOLUTION

Solavite prevents and removes the formation and accumulation of crystals at their source.
We induce a diamagnetic behavior on the paramagnetic tendency of incrustations, fluids, and their 

contents so that they behave as non-scaling substances.
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Paramagnetic
Behavior Attracts
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As seen is these real images, Solavite weakens 
the molecular structure of the calcite crystals.



RESULTS

• Solavite is both preventive and corrective.
• It acts on multiple inorganic and organic scales.
• It does not filter. It only physically induces the fluid and its content.
• It allows for the use of water with high conductivity without the risk of scaling.

Dissolution of scale crystals with solavite's induction.
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reduces the inlet air temperature to 
cooling equipment, turbo-
blowers, and turbines

increases air density

low water and energy consumption -
100% automatable

modular, non-invasive installation with
no shutdowns required for maintenance

QUANTUM MIST
AIR PRE-COOLING
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• This is next generation evaporative cooling.

• We ensure your equipment's availability and performance 
in hot weather by improving the Δ T.

• We increase the efficiency and capacity of your equipment 
in high temperature and/or high altitude conditions.

• We bring air temperature and air density conditions closer 
to the original design conditions of your equipment.

• We provide stock, semi-custom, and custom solutions.

• Our integrated solavite water treatment allows for the use 
of raw or minimally treated water in our systems.

TECHNICAL SCOPE
The Reality



The technical benefit lies mainly in the recovery 
or increase of the cooling capacity of the heat 
exchanger by reducing the ambient working 
temperature of the air-cooled components. 

By introducing high-pressure mist into the air 
stream used to cool the heat exchanger, we 
can lower the ambient temperature to near dew 
point. This artificial environment greatly 
increases its cooling capacity on hot days.

Our systems allow heat exchangers 
reach design temperature deltas.

without
Cloudburst

with
Cloudburst

Evaporation Zone

Position of 
Evaporative 
Cooling Diffusers
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• Cloudburst® systems are the only systems on the market 
with exclusive access to Solavite® physical catalysts.

• We have the unique ability to use raw, well, or unsoftened 
water without the risk of failure due to scaling or plugging.

• We have the lowest operating cost on the market.

• We do not use air compressors, chemicals, or magnets.

• We generate droplets between 3 and 10 microns; achieving 
optimum evaporative cooling.

• Cloudburst manufactures and assembles most of the 
components in our Oxnard, California plant.

• We guarantee not only the equipment, but also 
their availability and functionality after the sale.

• We work with our customers in the fulfillment of their 
operational and environmental goals.

DIFFERENTIATORS

Cloudburst Mist
1,000 – 2,000 psi
High-Pressure

low pressure spraying
50 - 80 psi

other technologies

microdroplets of 5 - 10 microns
the closest thing to nature's dew

The water droplet on the left and right are to scale and 
highlight the effectiveness of our superior systems.



UNIQUE DESIGNS & CONCEPTS
REDUCING RISKS & TIME

• PFCP-Containers only require your 
facility's water supply, electrical power, and 
control signals inputs. This model saves 
significant amounts of time and resources 
by eliminating the need to perform this work 
and installation inside your facility.

• In record time, we install integrated and 
functional systems custom to your facility's 
needs in an intelligent way!

• The integration of next generation 
technologies allows us to offer unique 
solutions such as our PFCP-Containers. 
Unique in its design and concept, our 
Containers allow for an installation and 
deployment in a just few days; reducing 
risks, cost, and time by arriving ready to 
operate.

• It is a fully integrated pump room and 
water treatment plant with control and 
power integration - all assembled at 
Cloudburst's Oxnard, California plant.



ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONING
POWER TURBINES



An inherent characteristic of all gas turbines 
(GT) is their capacity reduction due to their 
inability to maintain constant power output as 
ambient temperature increases or at high 
altitudes. During periods of high temperatures, 
when electrical generation and power output 
are most in demand, these plants struggle to 
generate the necessary power. 

On a 35°C (95°F) day, a GT's air mass flow is 
reduced by up to 10% and power output is 
reduced by 15% compared to its ISO 
performance.

At higher altitudes, plants must reduce their 
power output compared to identical plants at 
lower altitudes.

THE PROBLEM OUR SOLUTION

Our state-of-the-art mist 
systems allow the GT to maintain 
conditions similar to or better than 
ISO, regardless of altitude 
or ambient temperature.

Our systems are all non-invasive 
and installed outside of the 
turbine's intake, eliminating 
maintenance issues and water 
spray onto a turbine's blade. In 
additional, our projects are turn-key 
with integrated and proprietary 
water treatment.



BENEFITS

DECREASES: INCREASES:

turbine inlet air 
temperature

compressor discharge 
temperature

exhaust gas temperature

overall emissions, 
including NOx

compressor workload

plant factor and 
power output

cycle efficiency

air density



Cloudburst's automated Power Recovery Mist Systems 
(PRMS) use sensors to determine atmospheric 
variables. These variables become operational guidelines 
for our high-pressure mist dosing with diffusers located at 
strategic points of the turbine's air inlet and, if applicable, 
at the air condenser or cooling tower. 

The system's PLC calculates the exact amount of mist 
needed to saturate the air to the desired levels, bringing 
the turbine closer to its optimal design conditions with 
cooler, denser air. Thermal efficiency, net power, heat rate, 
specific fuel consumption, and compressor duty are 
all continuously monitored.

Our proprietary water treatment systems integrate multi-
stage filtration and Solavite Hydro® quantum 
induction treatment, allowing for the use of potable city or 
well water without the need for demineralization.

HOW IT WORKS

adjustable array of mist 
diffusers controlled by 
environmental sensors

multiple environmental 
sensors to maintain 
optimal inlet temperature, 
air density, and relative 
humidity

Evaporation 
Zone
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